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Design Ontology Supporting Model-Based
Systems Engineering Formalisms
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Abstract—Model-based systems engineering (MBSE) provides
an important capability for managing the complexities of system
development. MBSE empowers the formalism of system architec-
tures for supporting model-based requirement elicitation, speci-
fication, design, development, testing, fielding, etc. However, the
modeling languages and techniques are heterogeneous, even within
the same enterprise system, which leads to difficulties for data inter-
operability. The discrepancies among data structures and language
syntaxes make information exchange among MBSE models more
difficult, resulting in considerable information deviations when
connecting data flows across the enterprise. Therefore, this article
presents an ontology based upon graphs, objects, points, properties,
roles, and relationships with extensions (GOPPRRE), providing
metamodels that support the various MBSE formalisms across
lifecycle stages. In particular, knowledge graph models are devel-
oped to support unified model representations to further implement
ontological data integration based on GOPPRRE throughout the
entire lifecycle. The applicability of the MBSE formalism is veri-
fied using quantitative and qualitative approaches. Moreover, the
GOPPRRE ontologies are used to create the MBSE formalisms
in a domain-specific modeling tool, MetaGraph, for evaluating its
availability. The results demonstrate that the proposed ontology
supports the formal structures and descriptive logic of the systems
engineering lifecycle.

Index Terms—Formalism, interoperability, knowledge graph,
model-based systems engineering, ontology.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing complexity of technological innovations
and their interoperability requirements within systems-

of-systems, systems, subsystems, and components have led to
overcomplexity of architectures and data structures. In order
to manage the system complexity, to design interfaces across
systems, subsystems, and components and to improve under-
standings of the system nature among different stakeholders,
model-based systems engineering (MBSE) has been proposed
to make use of models for formalizing end-to-end systems
engineering perspectives. Each interface between the lifecycle
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phases poses communication challenges owing to this increasing
complexity [1]. Much of the complexity is the result of individual
stakeholder interests; they may have different concerns about the
systems and artifacts of interest, and they may, in turn, demand
unique informational and data-standard feedback. These results
can often be seen within the architectural models, as discrep-
ancies among such models create a system-integration issue,
resulting in barriers to communications, understandability, and
more importantly, operations. Apart from stakeholder nuances,
the integration of model views is also challenged by different
domain-specific knowledge base and systems engineering tax-
onomies.

Across the entire lifecycle, enterprise data integration is the
ultimate goal for a fully implemented MBSE. However, at the
working levels, domain engineers commonly formalize their
various domain problems using stove-piped domain-specific
modeling (DSM) languages and specifications. These various
representations are difficult to piece together during collabora-
tive development, and the results often lead to misinterpreted or
inaccurate reporting. For example, Systems Modeling Language
(SysML), Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN), and
data flow architecture (DFA) are integrated to formalize the
integrated product service architectures, where the BPMN is
expected to support process-based service modeling, and the
DFA is used to support the data flow architecture design [2].
Therefore, the information representations and data structures
should be standardized to provide a complete model flow across
the lifecycle while meeting all stakeholder and engineering
requirements.

System development is an iterative process that relies on a
unified and authoritative data architecture built upon collabo-
ration. Owing to advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
machine-learning (ML) techniques, the concept of MBSE is
undergoing a digital transformation that will ultimately lead
to advanced facilitation to complex system development [3].
Semantics web-data exchange is the basis for much of the
current data and information integration via AI reasoning. Thus,
participants of the MBSE lifecycle should work to ensure com-
pleteness and consistency of the data that fuel decision making
and engineering task implementation. Based upon an AI-driven
data exchange, the knowledge management of the future aims to
provide the required information to stakeholders whenever (or
even before) they need it [4].

This article focuses on a unified MBSE ontology based on
meta–meta models consisting of six key concepts with exten-
sions: Graph, Object, Point, Property, Role, and Relationship
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(GOPPRRE). This ontology presents a formalization solution
for the MBSE modeling with a unified syntax and data structure
to support systems engineering information exchange via the
integration of AI and ML. The main contributions of this defined
ontology are as follows:

1) it supports integrated architectural representation across
the lifecycle;

2) it promotes MSBE tools built upon data interoperability
and consistency;

3) it provides potential solutions for developing AI/ML
MBSE roadmaps.

To promote the scalability of the proposed ontology, the
ontology will be discussed in the Industrial Ontologies Foundry
Systems Engineering Working Group.1

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We dis-
cuss related works and the proposed research methodology in
Section II. In Section III, the designed ontology is analyzed. A
case study is presented in Section IV for the evaluation of our
ontology using quantitative and qualitative approaches. Finally,
Section V concludes this article.

II. RESEARCH DESIGN

A. Literature Review

MBSE, which supports complex systems engineering and
development efforts [5] by formalizing development processes,
system architectures, and operational interrelationships, has
been widely applied in different industrial sectors. There are
currently several modeling languages in use (e.g., SysML [6],
object process methodology [7], and BPMN [8]), which provide
modeling tools to describe real-world artifacts and processes
using graphical views. Recently, researchers have proposed an
Object Management Group standard for model-driven engineer-
ing, comprising a four-layer architecture [9]. The four layers are
labeled as M0–M3 and provide the modeling framework needed
to support MBSE. The M0–M3 layers are described thoroughly
in Section III of this article. In order to formalize the MBSE for-
malisms, the meta–meta models GOPPRR formalizations were
applied for specific system view representations [10]. Several
generic modeling environments also provided metamodeling
languages that can support the complex system development
based on unified modeling-language (UML) notation and object
constraint language [11]. Advocates of these methods continue
to seek a singular adaptive language that can be used to describe
all system architecture views.

In addition to implementing MBSE practices using one spe-
cific language, some researchers also proposed MBSE solutions
based on the integration of multiple modeling languages to
formalize the target systems for a unified view with different
domain features. For example, SysML and BPMN were inte-
grated to support manufacturing information acquisition system
formalisms [12]. Specifically, the BPMN was used to describe
the process configurations for different clients. When developing
the vehicle architectures, SysML models were used to repre-
sent the physical structure that was integrated with EAST-ADL

1https://www.industrialontologies.org/

(a domain-specific language for vehicle architecture develop-
ment) [13]. The UML and BPMN were integrated to construct
the unified representation of an enterprise architecture [14].
The BPMN was focusing on the business process description
and the UML was used to represent the architectural views of
the enterprise. Moreover, some researchers integrated system
languages with simulation languages for supporting automated
verification. The SysML-Modelica transformation specification
was used to transform SysML architecture models to Modelica
models for automated simulations [15].

Through the integrated features of these languages, different
views of the enterprise architecture are presented in one MBSE
tool. Current MBSE languages have their own features to support
specific purposes. However, when applying MBSE to support
the complex system development, each domain knowledge re-
quires MBSE modelers developing their own solutions based
on different languages. Though supported by a few MBSE
tools, the integration of different languages is still challenging,
especially when a unified formalism is required for representing
the domain-specific knowledge in the different MBSE tools.

Currently, middleware is widely used to facilitate the infor-
mation exchange between different MBSE tools. For example„
extensible XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) is used to sup-
port the data exchange between SysMLs and multiple other
tools [16]. Moreover, ontological methods are considered as
novel middleware, which are used to cope with lower level
tool and data interoperability, consistency issues, and reason-
ing. For example, MBSE ontologies have been developed to
formalize domain-specific concepts and their interrelationships
using different languages [17], [18]. Some researchers have
provided ontology-based approaches to facilitate the design
automation for complex systems [19]. In addition, ontology
and formalisms are developed for systems engineering. Yang
et al. [21] provided a unified ontology to describe a systems
engineering body of knowledge for the International Council
on Systems Engineering [20]. Seidner and Roux [22] proposed
a formal method (ontology concepts) for behavior simulation,
which is used for safety analyses when implementing systems
engineering. Lu et al. [23] developed an ontology to support
automated cosimulation using an MBSE tool chain. The ontol-
ogy was used to implement MBSE models for integrated ver-
ification. Most of the aforementioned ontological approaches,
however, focused on domain-specific problems instead of mod-
eling languages and data interoperability across the entire MBSE
lifecycle.

MBSE and ontology are the basis for constructing a digi-
tal replication technology and supporting virtual verification
concepts [24], [25]. They are expected to provide potential
solutions for combining systems engineering approaches and
AI technologies. Some researchers have provided an ontology-
based approach facilitating the design automation for complex
systems [19], [25]. Hao et al. [26] proposed an ontology-based
method to support knowledge management. Ontology con-
tributes to semantics descriptions and models that support de-
cision making regarding the system development and real-time
operations via a universal system description and information
transfer [27], [28].

https://www.industrialontologies.org/
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Fig. 1. Research methodology.

B. Summary

Several modeling languages have been used to formalize the
different views and approaches found in the systems engineering
lifecycle. However, many challenges arise when these different
languages are adopted for different enterprises.

1) Different modeling languages are used for different pur-
poses of the system development. When formalizing
domain-specific problems, different knowledge represen-
tations require different modeling languages. Such hetero-
geneous model structures and syntax result in difficulties
for supporting the unified formalism of a specific domain;
they do not support multiple system views by integrated
representations across modeling languages.

2) During the entire lifecycle, stakeholders often use different
MBSE languages for formalizing system architectures and
verifying system performances. These languages need to
be integrated when combining domain-specific knowl-
edge with system architectural views in order to maintain
the consistency of system models, domain models, and
verification models.

3) An ontology, which supports MBSE formalisms, enables
combining systems engineering processes and AI tools for
enterprise knowledge management and decision making.

In this article, Web ontology language (OWL) is used to design
a complete MBSE ontology based on the GOPPRRE approach
that can support the information exchange across the enterprise.

C. Research Methodology

The research methodology of this article is depicted in Fig. 1.
1) Steps 1 and 2: We make the use of a systems thinking ap-

proach, including literature review, MBSE practices, and
DSM practices to identify the possible model structures
that appear in modeling tools.

2) Step 3: Based on the available model structures, we make
use of the GOPPRRE approach to define the formulas for
describing these structures. The formula aims to identify
all the metamodel and model elements based on the GOP-
PRRE approach.

3) Step 4: The next step is to develop MBSE ontology mod-
els, which are built with Protégé based on the proposed
formulas.

4) Steps 5 and 6: In order to implement the MBSE ontology in
practice, a DSM tool, MetaGraph, is developed. This tool
enables to generate MBSE ontology models from MBSE
models automatically.

5) Step 7: Finally, SPARQL and SQWRL languages are used
in a case study to query the ontology models in order to
verify if all the model elements are generated from MBSE
models in MetaGraph.

III. ONTOLOGY DESIGN FOR MBSE FORMALISM

In this section, we first identify the problem statement of
the MBSE formalisms across the MBSE languages. Then, the
GOPPRRE approach is introduced. Finally, knowledge graph
models are used to formalize the MBSE models.

A. Problem Statement

During the entire lifecycle, system development, system ar-
tifacts, and disciplinary knowledge are the three main aspects
that should be considered when developing MBSE models [29],
[30]. To demonstrate different views, model components are
connected by different reference connections in different MBSE
languages. Such languages have different connecting patterns
(how the model components connect to each other) that are
important to demonstrate the modelers’ ideas across the MBSE
languages. Thus, when describing the MBSE models, we fo-
cus on the ontology definition to identify and describe all the
connecting patterns and their related entities in the MBSE for-
malisms. As shown in Fig. 2, there are six types of connecting
patterns, including the following [31].

1) Reference relationship refers to a simple connecting ref-
erence between Oa and Ob , which belong to two types of
model components: a and b.

2) Binary relationship refers to one connecting reference Ra

between only two given components Oa and Ob . The Ra

is binary and has its own attributes.
3) N-ary relationship refers to one connecting reference Ra

between more than two different components. The Ra is
binary and has its own attributes.

4) Set relationship refers to one connecting reference Ra

between two sets of components. Each set includes several
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Fig. 2. Connecting patterns for MBSE formalisms.

Fig. 3. (A) Overview of the ontology. (B) MBSE formalisms and their com-
positions.

types of model components. The Ra is binary and has its
own attributes.

5) Role relationship refers to one connecting reference Ra

with two ends (role concepts) Roles and Rolee , between
more than two different components. The role concepts
also have their own attributes.

6) Role-point relationship refers to one connecting ref-
erence Ra with two ends (role concepts) Roles and
Rolee . Moreover, the connecting reference is connected
to the components Oa and Ob through their points:
PointOut andPoint In . The point concepts have their own
attributes.

To realize the unified formalisms for such connecting patterns,
a GOPPRRE approach is proposed.

B. Overview

The overall workflow of the proposed approach is shown
in Fig. 3(A). An M0–M3 modeling framework is proposed to
develop the MBSE ontology models (semantic triple), including
the following.

1) M3: Meta–meta models that refer to basic elements of
the constructed model compositions and their intercon-
nections. We adopt GOPPRR meta–meta models and their

extensions to support metamodel development. The details
of GOPPRR meta–meta models are introduced in the next
section.

2) M2: Metamodels refer to the model compositions and con-
nections needed to develop models. Based on meta–meta
models, metamodels are constructed to develop models.

3) M1: Using metamodels, the MBSE models are developed
to represent real-world systems.

4) M0: Real-world artifacts are considered, including disci-
plinary, systems engineering perspectives, and develop-
ment processes of complex systems.

Using the M0–M3 framework with GOPPRR meta–meta
models, the ontology is developed based on semantics triples
(i.e., subject, object, and predicate) to formalize complex sys-
tems from the following three dimensions: disciplinary, system
lifecycle, and system engineering perspectives [29]. The dis-
ciplinary dimension includes several domains, such as control
engineering, mechanical engineering, etc. Systems engineering
perspectives refer to requirements, functions, architectures, etc.
The product lifecycle includes different processes of the com-
plex system development.

As shown in Fig. 3(B), the MBSE formalisms include syntax
and semantics [32]. Syntax refers to the representations of the
MBSE formalisms, and semantics refers to the MBSE model
meanings. The details are explained as follows:

1) Abstract syntax refers to the compositions of the MBSE
models and their defined connecting partners for describ-
ing links between each composition. It is realized using
the core GOPPRRE concepts for the MSBE formalisms
(introduced in Section III-C)

2) Concrete syntax refers to the visual representations of
the MBSE model compositions. It is represented in the
knowledge graph model as the annotation property, which
is introduced in Section III-D.

3) Semantics domain refers to the target of the seman-
tic mapping, which implies the meanings of the MBSE
models. It includes the three dimensions shown in
Fig. 3(A). The formalisms are used to describe the system
artifacts, product–lifecycle processes, and disciplinary
knowledge needed to support the information exchange
during the system development.
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Fig. 4. GOPPRRE meta–meta models, interrelationships and their extensions.

TABLE I
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG GOPPRRE META–META MODELS

4) Semantics mapping refers to the dependencies among the
MBSE models and their meanings according to the three
dimensions.

C. GOPPRRE Concepts for MBSE Formalisms

The GOPPRRE approach uses the M0–M3 modeling frame-
work, as inspired by the GOPPRR meta–meta models and their
extensions, to construct the MBSE model syntax and semantics.
We added one new concept, constraint to define the connecting
patterns within abstract syntax when developing metamodels
and models. In Fig. 4, the details of the GOPPRRE concepts are
introduced, which are as follows.

1) Graph is an entity collection of Object, Relationship, and
Role, represented in one layout (e.g., a UML class dia-
gram). The graph can be an independent visual diagram.2

Moreover, a graph can be defined to represent a virtual
diagram having decomposition and explosion interrela-
tionships from one Object or other elements (as shown in
Table I) in its or other Graph.

2) Object is an entity that constructs a Graph, for example, a
requirement block in a SysML Requirement diagram.

3) Point is one attached port in an Object, for example, one
port for value property block in a SysML internal block
diagram.

4) Relationship refers to one connection between the Points
and/or Objects, for example, a satisfy connection in a
SysML Requirement diagram.

2A diagram refers to a symbolic representation of model topology (modeling
windows for each model) in a modeling tool such as Fig. 6(A).

5) Role is used to define the binding restrictions with the
relevant Relationship. One Relationship is associated with
two Roles, for example, the two end arrows of the satisfy
connection in a SysML Requirement diagram. Through
each role, the Relationship is defined as one that binds
with one Point or one Object in its one end.

6) Property is a specific attribute of metamodels that is
attached to the other five meta–meta models, including
Graph, Object, Relationship, Role, and Point.

7) Extension refers to the additional constraints used to
construct metamodels. In this article, one constraint is
developed as a connector. It refers to one binding between
one Point or Object and one Role in one side of the
Relationship.

As shown in Fig. 4, GOPPRR concepts are the basic compo-
sitions of meta–meta models, including nonproperty concepts
and Property. The nonproperty concepts and Property have all
of the attributes of the GOPPRR concepts, such as system ID (the
unique identification for each concept) and local label (display
in the tool). Extension refers to the extra concepts used for
constructing metamodels and models including constraint and
connector. The connector is one type of constraint with all its
attributes, which is used for defining the connecting rules among
Objects and Points.

Each nonproperty concept, such as Object, is allowed to
decompose into one Graph or to explode into one or more
Graph. These are two ways to represent the mappings from each
Object, Relationship, Role and Point to the new Graphs. When
building models, new models can be linked to these nonproperty
concepts to represent the interrelationships of decomposition
and explosion among them as follows:

1) Decomposition, referring to a breakdown mapping from
nonproperty concept to one new Graph. When developing
a new Graph model, it represents a breakdown system
structure of the related nonproperty concept.

2) Explosion, referring to mappings from one nonproperty
concept to one or more Graph. When developing a new
Graph model, it represents additional architectural views
of the related nonproperty concepts.

Definition 1: Token ::= refers to a collection of elements.
Token ∨ refers to a union of elements. As shown in Table I,
the GOPPRRE meta–meta models are identified, and their in-
terrelationships are defined.3 Thus, the metamodel, Graph, is
defined as

graphTp ::=
{∑

objectobTp,
∑

relationshipreTp

∑
roleroTp

reTp,
∑

pointpoTp
obTp ,

∑
propertyproTp

nonPro)
}

(1)

where graphTp refers to the ontological concept of a meta-
model, Graph, whose type is defined as Tp; objectobTp refers
to the ontological concept of the metamodel, Object, where
obTp is a type of Object; The relationshipreTp refers to
the ontological concept of metamodel Relationship, where

3Read as graphid
a include objectidb .
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reTp is a type of Relationship; roleroTp
reTp refers to the on-

tology concept of a metamodel, Role, and reTp refers to
the Relationship that starts from (ends at) the Role, whose
type is roTp; pointpoTp

obTp refers to the ontological concept of
the metamodel, Point, and obTp refers to the Object, in-
cluding the Point, whose type is poTp; and propertyproTp

nonPro

refers to ontological concept of the metamodel, Property, and
nonPro refers to the nonproperty elements (nonproperty ⊆
{Graph,Object,Relationship,Role, and Point}), having the
Property of type, proTp. This formula represents that a meta-
model Graph is defined with associated metamodels of Object,
Relationship, Role, Point, and all their Property.

To define the connection rules among metamodels Objects
and Points in each Graph, an additional constraint is defined as
a connector as follows:

connector(conId) ::=
{

relationshipreTp, roleroTp
reTp

objectobTp(∨pointpoTp
obTp)

}
(2)

where the connector(conId) defines a rule conId that allows
metamodel Relationship reTp, metamodel Role roTp, or meta-
model Object obTp (or metamodel Point poTp in obTp) to be
connected. Through this definition, one side of the Relationship
reTp is binding to one Object or Point through Role.

graphTp(gId) ::

=
{∑

objectobTp(obId),
∑

relationshipreTp(reId)

∑
RoleroTp

reTp(reId, roId),
∑

PointpoTp
obTp(obId, poId)

∑
PropertyproTp

nonPro(nonproId, proId)
}
. (3)

Definition 2: graphTp(gId) refers to one model in-
stance gId based on the metamodel of Graph Tp. In the
model graphTp(gId), objectobTp(obId) refers to the Ob-
ject instance obId based on the metamodel of Object
obTp. relationshipreTp(reId) refers to the Relationship in-
stance reId based on the metamodel of Relationship reTp.
RoleroTp

reTp(reId, roId) refers to the Role instance roId based
on the metamodel of Role roTp in the Relationship, reId
whose metamodel is roTp. PointpoTp

obTp(obId, poId) refers to the
Point instance poId based on the meta-model of Point poTp
in the individual Object obId, whose metamodel is obTp.
PropertyproTp

nonPro(nonProId, proId) refers to the property instance,
proId, based on the metamodel of Property proTp in the
nonproperty element, nonProId whose metamodel is one of
Graph, Object, Relationship, Role, and Point. Through this
definition, one model instance is constructed by its components
and their links.

Definition 3: With the definition of connector, the concept
connection is defined as a direct link between Object instances
and Point instances in a Graph model instance, which is realized
as one Relationship instance. Token a =>b is defined as a
connection that is linked from a to b, created based on two
connector constraints. Thus, the connection reTp, refers to one

Fig. 5. Abstract syntax transformations.

link realized by the Relationship individual reTp, in the MBSE
models, which is defined as follows:

connectionreTp(reId)

= {connector(conId′) =>connector(conId)}
= {objectobTp′

(obId′)(∨PointpoTp′
obTp′ (obId,′ poId′))

RoleroTp′
reTp′(reId,′ roId′), relationshipreTp(reId)}

=>{relationshipreTp(reId)

RoleroTp
reTp(reId, roId),

objectobTp(obId)(∨PointpoTp
obTp(obId, poId))} (4)

where the connection is defined to represent a connecting
through the Relationship instance reId, whose Relationship type
is reTp from connector(conId′) to connector(conId). Through
this definition, the directed links representing the logic in the
MBSE models are demonstrated.

D. GOPPRRE Concept Mappings to Knowledge Graph
Models

As shown in Fig. 5, a workflow for transforming the GOP-
PRRE core concepts to knowledge graph models based on OWL
is demonstrated. The class for each GOPPRR concept repre-
sents the GOPPRRE meta–meta models (i.e., Graph, Object,
Relationship, Role, Property, and Point). Their interrelationships
are transformed to object property concepts in the knowledge
graph model. Metamodels based on each GOPPRRE concept are
then transformed to subclass concepts of the related GOPPRRE
concept. Models are transformed to individuals based on their
related subclasses. Based on the object property concepts, the
interrelationships among individuals are defined. Moreover, the
data property is used to define the value of each Property. The
data property type is used to define the data type of each attribute.
Finally, the MBSE models representing the real-world views are
transformed to the ontology defined by the knowledge graph
models using individuals, data properties, and object properties.
The details of the transforming between MBSE models and
OWL models are shown in Table II.

Apart from the abstract syntax, the concrete syntax of meta-
models and models is described by the annotation and data
properties as follows.
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TABLE II
MBSE MODELS TRANSFORMING TO OWL MODELS

1) Annotation property: Annotation property is used to rep-
resent the abstract syntax of metamodels, such as their
original icon paths.

2) Data property: Data property is used to define the abstract
syntax of models, such as the icon path of object instances
in the models. This differs from the annotation property,
because, when building MBSE models, the original icon
of metamodels may be reconfigured.

IV. CASE STUDY

A case study is conducted to evaluate the designed MBSE
ontology. Quantitative and qualitative approaches are separately
applied [23], and the following two key measurements are
considered.

1) The ontological completeness of the concrete syntax of
MBSE formalisms.
a) In the qualitative evaluation, SPARQL [33], a query

language, is used to evaluate whether the ontology
could completely represent the information generated
from the MBSE models. Through the SPARQL query
of knowledge graph models, which are generated from
MBSE models, model components, and their relation-
ships can be captured to identify whether all the com-
ponents and relationships are stored in the knowledge
graph models. To support this measurement, several
metrics are defined, which are as follows:

i) Graph-include-objects (relationship) refers to
a situation, wherein one model includes all

information related to its components or connec-
tions.

i) Object (relationship)-include-points (roles) refers
to a situation wherein one model component or
connection includes all information related to its
points or connection arrows.

iii) Object (graph and relationship)-include-
properties refers to a situation wherein one model
(model component and connection) includes all
information related to its attitudes.

b) Using the quantitative approach, a DSM tool, Meta-
Graph, is developed to support the required ontology
generation [34]. The number of key elements in the
modeling languages and specifications, for which the
ontology is formalized, are analyzed to evaluate its
completeness.

2) Ontology logic related to the abstract syntax of MBSE
formalisms.
a) In the qualitative evaluation, SQWRL [35], a query

language, is used to evaluate its description logic, by
querying OWL as its semantic web-rule language to
design the rules needed to assign the subject, pred-
icate, and object by their defined predicates [36]. It
is adopted to evaluate whether the ontology could
capture the information needed to define the abstract
syntax of the MSBE models. Through the SQWRL
query, the relationships and their two ends are iden-
tified to verify whether all the relationships are con-
nected correctly. The following two metrics are thus
considered.
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Fig. 6. Knowledge graph modeling using MetaGraph. (A) One SysML model in MetaGraph. (B) Knowledge graph model class defined based on the proposed
formalisms in Protégé. (C) Ontology class hierarchy in the knowledge graph models.

i) Relationship definitions in the MBSE model: They
present the connections (logic flows) with two
ends in the MBSE models. The connections be-
tween model components or points define the basic
logic for constructing one MBSE model.

ii) Direction of relationship: This presents the start
of each connection, which decides how the con-
nection is linked to its two sides.

iii) Connecting patterns: The connecting patterns
mentioned in the next section are evaluated to
verify if the ontology can represent all the related
models across the MBSE languages.

b) Using the quantitative approach, MetaGraph was used
to generate knowledge graph models, wherein the
number of graphs could support connection rules of
different modeling languages and specifications. They
were identified to evaluate the logic supported by the
designed ontology.

Quantitative and qualitative analyses were performed to eval-
uate the completeness of the concrete syntax and logic of the
abstract syntax. During quantitative analysis, a DSM tool, Meta-
Graph, was developed to evaluate the ontology using several
MBSE languages [34], as shown in Fig. 6. Several metamodels
were developed with the MetaGraph based on five existing
MBSE language specifications. In the qualitative approach,
SQWRL and SPARQL were used to evaluate the completeness

and logic of the developed ontology through reasoning. Cur-
rently, we mainly focus on the reasoning based on SQWRL and
SPARQL queries, whereas OWL reasoning is not considered in
this article.

A. Quantitative Analysis

When implementing the quantitative analysis, the MetaGraph
was used to develop MBSE models based on the proposed ontol-
ogy [37]. As shown in Fig. 6(A), a requirement diagram model
is demonstrated. Within MetaGraph, Object and Relationship
metamodels of the SysML requirement diagram are used to
construct this model. As shown in Fig. 6(B), ontology classes
of the entire SysML metamodels are shown. The concepts of
Language, Graph, Object, Relationship, Point, Role, and Prop-
erty are generated from the metamodels of SysML specifications
through the MetaGraph plugin. As shown in Fig. 6(C), the
hierarchy of the knowledge graph model is demonstrated. Based
on the MBSE formalisms, the knowledge graph models are
generated from metamodels and models in MetaGraph.

Five MBSE languages were developed to evaluate whether
the ontology could provide enough information for the MBSE
model constructions.4 As listed in Table III, metamodels of five
general MBSE languages were built to compare four existing

4See the ontology models in MetaGraph: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=o2SZKMYn5PQ. The ontology model and MBSE model

https://www.youtube.com/watch{?}v$=$o2SZKMYn5PQ
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TABLE III
METAMODELS IN FIVE EXISTING MBSE LANGUAGES DESCRIBED BY THE GOPPRRE APPROACH

TABLE IV
CONNECTION RULES FOR THE EXISTING LANGUAGES COMPARED WITH

CONNECTORS IN THE GOPPRRE APPROACH

tools. From the results, the ontology could formalize almost all
the metamodels of the related languages. All Graph metamodels
were developed based on the five MBSE language specifications.
Some objects were different from the existing tools, because
some elements in their tools were not defined as objects in our
approach. For example, in Magic draw, some properties were
defined as elements in their diagram-building environment so
that the users could easily configure an object’s property. The
concrete syntax of all the languages were completely trans-
formed to the developed ontology in MetaGraph.

Apart from the concrete syntax, the abstract syntax was also
evaluated by comparing the connection rules with different
languages in other tools. In the MetaGraph, the connectors
between relationships and objects were compared with the rules
for connecting different elements in other tools. This was done
to determine whether the ontology can formalize the logic flow
between different MBSE model elements. As listed in Table IV,
connection rules refer to the specifications used to define how
to connect model compositions or their ports in the five existing
languages by other tools. The connectors were used to create
connections between Objects or their Points in our approach.
From the results, almost all connection rules were defined based
on the given ontology, although the number of connectors were
not all twice the connection rules in the MBSE languages.
This occurred because of the discrepancies of constructing the
Graph metamodels. For example, in the BPMN, the number of
connectors was 11 fewer than twice the number of connections,
because the links between the text Object and other 12 Objects
in the BPMN specification required one Role for the text Object
and 12 roles for the other Objects in our approach, compared
with the 12 connection rules in other tools.

B. Qualitative Analysis

To qualitatively verify the ontology, SPARQL and SQWRL
were used to evaluate the completeness and logic of the MBSE

for the case study are in gitee:https://gitee.com/zkhoneycomb/open-
share/blob/master/Papers/Design%20Ontology%20Supporting%20Model-
based%20Systems%20Engineering%20Formalisms/.keep

Algorithm 1: SPARQL Algorithm for Verifying the
Completeness of the MBSE Models.
PREFIXowl :< http : //www .w3 .org/2002/07/owl# >

PREFIXrdf :<http : //www .w3 .org/1999/02/22 − rdf

−syntax − ns# >

PREFIXxsd :< http : //www .w3 .org/2001/

XMLSchema# >

PREFIXse < http : //www .zkhoneycomb.com/formats/

metagInOwl# >

// If Graph includes Objects(Relationships)
select ?graph ?object ?relationship
where {
?graph se:graphIncludingObject(graphIncludingRelationship)
?object(relationship)

}

// If Objects(Relationships) includes Points(Roles)
select ?object ?point ?relationship ?role
where {
?object(relationship) se:linkObjectAndPoint(linkRelationship
AndRole) ?point(role)

}
// If Object(Graph and Relationship) includes Properties
select ?graph ?object ?point ?relationship ?role ?property
where {
?graph(object, point, relationship or role) se:hasProperty
?Property

}

models through reasoning. To test the generated knowledge
graph model [see Fig. 6(B) and (C)] from the SysML require-
ment diagram model in Fig. 6(A), the completeness and logic
in the knowledge graph model were evaluated separately using
Algorithms 1 and 2.

Algorithm 1 is a SPARQL query algorithm developed to verify
the completeness of the generated ontology. As shown in Fig. 6,
the knowledge graph model generated from the SysML model
was used to verify the completeness of the ontology. Based on
the Algorithm 1, the SPARQL script was developed to verify the
three metrics mentioned in Section II. As shown in Fig. 7(B),
the query results demonstrated that all Object and Relationship
instances representing the SysML model were captured to de-
scribe its model structure. Moreover, Property instances were
also identified in different metamodels. From the results, we can
infer that the completeness of the ontology was verified because
all the information related to the SysML model was completely
transformed into the knowledge graph model.
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Fig. 7. SPARQL and SQWRL query results.

Algorithm 2: SQWRL Algorithm for Verifying the Logic
of the MBSE Models.
// Query relationships in the MBSE models
graph(?Graph) Λ connector(?Connector1) Λ
connector(?Connector2) Λ relationship(?Relationship)
Λ object(?ObjectInput) Λ object(?ObjectOutput)
Λ graphIncludingConnector(?Graph, ?Connector1)
Λ graphIncludingConnector(?Graph, ?Connector2)
Λ linkFromRelationship(?Connector1,?Relationship)
Λ linkFromRelationship(?Connector2,?Relationship)
Λ linkToObject(?Connector1,? ObjectInput) Λ
linkToObject(?Connector2, ?ObjectOutPut) Λ
connect(?Connector1, ?Connector2)
− > sqwrl:select(?Relationship,?ObjectInput,
?ObjectOutput)
// Query the direction of each relationship
− > sqwrl:select(?Graph, ?Relationship, ?ObjectInput)

Algorithm 2 is a SQWRL algorithm used to verify the
logic flows in the given SysML model. To capture the
connections among objectobTp(obId), relationshipreTp(obId),
and pointreTp(obId, poId), which are defined as the individuals
representing the Object, Relationship, and Point concepts in the
model, Algorithm 2 was used to capture the related information.
All individuals representing the SysML model were queried
using the object properties listed as follows.

1) graphIncludingConnector refers to the connector devel-
oped in a graph associated with Relationship, Role, and
Object (Points), as shown in (2).

2) linkFromRelationship refers to the relationship linked to
one connector, where one Relationship has one Role as its
end, as described by linkRelationshipAndRole.

3) linkToObject refers to the connector linked to one Object,
where one Role is connected to one Object or one Point
described by roleBindingObject or roleBindingPoint. If
Points are not involved in the connection, the Object is
defined as the end of the relationship or vice versa.

4) connect refers to one connector (start) linked to another
connector (end). It is used to describe the direction of the
relationship.

As shown in Fig. 7(C), the query results identify the Rela-
tionship individuals between different Object individuals and
Point individuals. Moreover, the direction of the Relationship is
identified based on its starting role from Object individuals.

In summary, the connecting patterns are constructed based on
the proposed ontology, which are used to generate the knowledge
graph models. Through queries of these models by Algorithms 1
and 2, the MBSE models based on such connecting patterns can
be constructed by the proposed ontology. Through Algorithm
1, the SPARQL query results identify the mappings between
Graph individuals and Object individuals. All related Object
and Relationship instances in the SysML model are captured.
Using Algorithm 2, all sets of the Relationship individuals with
their Start Role and End Role individuals are identified. Through
these sets, we can understand how the Relationship individuals
are connected in the SysML model. Finally, all the connecting
patterns are supported by the proposed ontology as shown in
Table V. From the table, we find this ontology can support
different modeling scenarios under the given connecting patterns
across the MBSE languages.
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TABLE V
CONNECTING PATTERN EVALUATION

C. Discussion

When evaluating the proposed ontology, internal validity
and external validity are considered. Internal validity refers to
establishing a cause-and-effect cue between the given ontology
and the proposed MBSE formalisms. From the quantitative and
qualitative analyses, through MetaGraph, five existing MBSE
languages are proposed to implement the internal validity. The
results proved that the ontology based on the GOPPRRE ap-
proach could formalize at least five MBSE modeling languages,
which are commonly used to model systems of systems (e.g.,
UPDM), system architectures (e.g., SysML), business processes
(e.g., BPMN), and domain-specific knowledge for the archi-
tectural description of automotive embedded systems. External
validity refers to how well the ontology can be used for other
modeling languages.

In this case study, the generated knowledge graph models
captured all the information of the abstract syntax and con-
crete syntax of the MBSE metamodels and models. The visual
representations of the metamodels and models are covered in
the knowledge graph models, such as icon path and shape.
Through such information, MetaGraph can represent the MBSE
metamodels and models by their own visual representations.
Moreover, the connections between different MBSE model com-
ponents are included in the knowledge graph models. With this
information, MetaGraph can represent the direct links between
different model components in the MBSE models.

In addition to the MBSE formalisms, this ontology also em-
powers data interoperability. GOPPRR is a powerful approach
to describe domain-specific characteristics, whose meta–meta
models have excellent descriptive capabilities [31]. The results
listed in Tables III and IV prove that the current GOPPRRE
ontology could integrate at least five existing MBSE languages.
It can be used as the middleware for the MBSE community
to support data exchange among these languages. Furthermore,
because of the unified ontology based on the same meta–meta
models, when developing the model instances across different
graphs, such instances can be described in a unified knowledge
graph model. The given ontology provides a specification for
knowledge graph models across modeling tools to improve
their interoperability. Moreover, the integrated ontology across
knowledge graph models can mitigate the risks of tool integra-
tion and model integration failures when new modeling tools are
used for system development.

The traditional model-driven approaches used to support
model transformation through code generation [29]. The

proposed ontology enables to provide one specification across
modeling tools without code generation. Using this ontology, all
the heterogeneous models from different tools can be integrated
in one unified knowledge graph modeling platform. Further-
more, the OWL models, generated from the MBSE models,
are widely used to support ML and AI techniques. It supports
reasoning and analyzing of the target modeling systems. For
example, Algorithms 1 and 2 can be used to capture informa-
tion from the MBSE models for knowledge management. The
knowledge graph models generated from the MBSE models
can be directly used to construct cognitive digital twins to
support decision making during the system development and
operations [27]. Such models are considered as middleware for
capturing required data through reasoning when training and
verifying AI and ML algorithms for decision makings. The
models provide more potential capabilities for obtaining related
data through queries.

Compared with the existing outcomes presented in [37], sev-
eral promotions have been conducted in this article, which are
as follows.

1) Based on the proposed GOPPRR concepts, we provide a
unified formalism for MBSE models.

2) A new concept “extension” is provided to identify the
constraints when constructing the meta-models of Graph.

3) Modeling languages, such as SysML and BPMN, are
evaluated in this article.

There are also several limitations in this article, which need
more efforts in future research.

1) More MBSE languages need to be evaluated in future
studies.

2) The MBSE formalisms in this article do not include the
decomposition and explosion sections, which will be ex-
tended for describing the hierarchy of MBSE models.

3) The coherence and interoperability across graphs are not
considered in this article, thus, more research on ex-
tensions of GOPPRRE will be done for describing the
interrelationships across different graph models.

Scalability is a critical issue regarding the application of the
developed ontology. Thus, the ontology has been adopted by the
Industrial Ontologies Foundry Systems Engineering Working
Group to be discussed (https://www.industrialontologies.org/).
Moreover, the proposed ontology will be integrated with Basic
Formal Ontology as a systems engineering ontology exten-
sion [41], [42] to improve the scalability.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we designed an ontology based on the GOP-
PRRE approach that supports MBSE formalisms using OWL
for model integration. First, we demonstrated the GOPPRRE
concepts based on an M0–M3 modeling framework. Then, we
developed a transformation rule between GOPPRRE concepts
and ontology concepts in OWL models. Based on the transfor-
mation rules, OWL models were generated from five existing
MBSE languages by a DSM tool MetaGraph. Qualitative and
quantitative approaches were used to evaluate the complete-
ness and logic of the generated knowledge graph models. The

https://www.industrialontologies.org/
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results proved that the designed ontology can support MBSE
formalisms, showing the potential of this method to become the
standardized approach for the MBSE community in the future.
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